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Since the end of the Cold War numerous studies of world order or international relations 

have been struggling to adjust themselves to the significance of civic actors in global politics.   
This has not been an easy task given that the field of international relations has tended to be 
studied as a subfield of political science in a way which placed the focus upon states and state 
policy.  This paper argues that a concept first floated in 2000 – complex multilateralism - is a 
useful approach both for capturing the significance of civic actors in particular and for trying to 
understand global governance more generally.  While the concept of complex multilateralism is 
helpful, its initial articulation was incomplete and it requires revision to address theoretical 
omissions and recent developments in global governance patterns. 

The argument is developed is four steps.  First, the issue of non-state actors in 
international relations is addressed.  Second, the concept of complex multilateralism is examined 
with regard to its original form and subsequent use.  Third, shortcomings in this original use are 
identified.  Fourth amendments to the concept are suggested and its implications are developed.  
The final part of the paper examines this issue of labour’s transnational struggle for labour rights 
in an environment of complex multilateralism.  

 
Part I: Civic Actors, Transnational and International Relations 
 

The study which gave rise to the concept of complex multilateralism originated in a 
desire to explore the relationship between multilateral economic organizations and citizens 
(O’Brien et al 2000).  That research project began in 1994 and was published in 2000.  It was 
motivated by two factors.  First, a great deal of research examined the activities of international 
organizations as inter-state institutions with little reference to the non-elites which inhabited the 
states.  Even though these organizations required active state participation which ultimately 
rested upon popular acquiescence, if not active support, the public was largely absent from 
studies of international organizations.  A second factor was that in the mid-1990s political 
opposition to multilateral economic institutions was often articulated and generated by citizen 
groups rather than the states that represented them.  The fundamental challenges to the 
institutions came from extra-state opposition.  This seemed worthy of investigation.  The study 
was framed around the idea of changing and clashing forms of multilateralism. 

An alternative approach could have grounded the study of civic associations in the 
literature of transnational relations.  A key early contribution, Keohane and Nye’s Transnational 
Relations and World Politics (1972), defined transnational relations as ‘contacts, coalitions, and 
interactions across state boundaries that are not controlled by the central foreign policy organs of 
governments’ (Keohane and Nye 1972: xi).  Transnational relations were particularly important 
under conditions of complex interdependence which was a world ‘in which actors other than 
states participate directly in world politics, in which a clear hierarchy of rules does not exist, and 
in which force is an ineffective instrument of policy’ (Keohane and Nye 1977: 24).  The 
transnational relations approach was eventually eclipsed by more state based analysis in the 
1980s.  However, by the 1990s Risse-Kappen (1995:5) argued that transnational relations should 
be revived and that scholars should seek to understand when transnational actors succeed or fail 
to influence state behaviour in the foreign policy arena.  Actually, transnational relations studies 
had never fully disappeared from research and the 1990s saw the production of substantial works 
which exhibited a pluralist approach to analysis the work of various civic associations.  Two 



strands of this approach can be seen in the studies of epistemic communities and policy 
networks. 

The epistemic community literature stressed the role that scientific expertise could play in 
constructing regimes and facilitating global governance.   Haas (1992: 3) defined an epistemic 
community as ‘a network of professionals with recognised expertise and competence in a 
particular domain and an authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge’. The possession of 
expert knowledge provided the epistemic community with an opportunity to influence decision-
makers. These communities, which were usually transnational, facilitated policy coordination 
between states by providing leaders with crucial information in an environment of uncertainty.   
The epistemic communities analysis contributed in particular to the study of international 
regimes by bolstering knowledge-based approaches to regime formation (Hasenclever, Mayer 
and Rittberger 1997: 149-53). Although the epistemic communities concept enjoyed 
considerable success in studies of environmental regimes (Hass 2002; Young 1999: 126), the 
concept faded from view at the end of the 1990s. 

 
One of the weaknesses of the approach is that it is unable to theorise the relationship 

between these communities and other groups such as interest groups or social movements. This 
led critics to charge both that it is normatively biased in favour of expert groups over other 
possessors of knowledge and understanding (Toke 1999) and that its ‘other groups’ problem 
causes it to miss how expert knowledge groups must engage in coalition-building in order to 
influence policy  (Dunlop 2000).  In practice, expertise, even scientific expertise, is often divided 
or can be embedded in different social contexts in various countries. A good example is the 
disagreement between the WTO, the US and the EU over the safety of hormone-fed beef. 
Scientists from each side of the Atlantic may be able to agree about some of the technical issues, 
but the standards for acceptable risk are set by wider social processes (Skogstad 2001). 

An alternative transnational relations approach has been research on the influence of 
networks of people and organisations interested in particular policy issues. Network analysis 
serves as a bridge between the epistemic community literature and analysis, as outlined in the 
following section, which looks at broader social forces. Similar to the epistemic community 
literature, network studies focus upon particular issue areas and the role of knowledge and 
norms. Similar to social forces approaches, they go beyond knowledge communities to take 
account of activists, but they shy away from the structural analysis and conflicts highlighted in 
social forces literature. 

In this vein, Keck and Sikkink (1999) developed the concept of transnational advocacy 
networks to capture the activity of activists working across state borders to further particular 
principled ideas or values. The networks connect individuals across a wide variety of 
organisations including NGOs, social movements, the media, states, and international 
organisations. Network analysis is central to some constructivist IR theory in that it is the ‘norm 
entrepreneurs’ which shift ideas and norms leading to systemic change. Non-state activists work 
to foster the emergence of their favoured norms which then may be taken up by states and 
eventually internalised through a ‘norms cascade’ (Finnemore and Sikkink 1998). Studies of the 
international diffusion of human rights have identified transnational advocacy networks as the 
prime instigators of change toward securing increased respect of human rights around the world 
(Risse and Ropp 1999). 



The transnational relations approach has a number of virtues as the literature cited above 
will attest.  However, it does have two large shortcomings (O’Brien 2005).  One serious problem 
is that a transnational relations approach lumps all non-state actors together. It mirrors a pluralist 
domestic politics approach which views the political arena as being composed of a state and a 
series of interest groups which compete to influence state policy. Transposed to the international 
sphere, the world is composed of states and a series of interest groups now relabelled ‘non-state 
actors’. The non-state actors attempt to influence the key central actor – states. This dichotomy 
appears even in analysis which attempts to undercut the state/non-state divide. An example can 
be found in Peter Willets’ (1997) otherwise persuasive argument that a series of actors other than 
states (TNCs, liberation movements, NGOs, international organisations) are significant in global 
politics. Although his intent is to force students and scholars to take note of a wide variety of 
actors, the analysis nevertheless returns to a world composed of two main entities – states, on the 
one hand, and transnational actors, on the other. 

This tactic obscures power relations in the global political economy by conflating actors 
with very different capabilities and roles. Analytically, it reduces the privileged influence of a 
major global actor – the transnational corporation (TNC) – by lumping it in with voluntary civic 
associations. It is a misleading typology. If typologies or categories are to have some analytical 
value, then the units of each category should be bound together by virtue of their shared key 
characteristics or roles. It then becomes possible to make generalisations about the behaviour and 
significance of the units in those categories. The transnational relations division between state 
and non-state actors does not meet this test very well. By definition, all transnational actors share 
the characteristic of not being states, but what divides them is as great as what unites them. In 
particular, a distinction should be made between corporations (especially TNCs) and other 
actors.  We will return to the significance e of corporations below. 

A second problem is that it tends to view the groups concerned as actors in a series of 
networks or policy communities rather than as representatives of broadly based social forces.  It 
is consistent with a pluralist approaches to politics, but is it reflective of the life and death world 
wide struggle being waged to shape global governance?  An alternative approach would be to 
focus upon a global contest between social forces. The phrase ‘social forces’ is borrowed from 
Robert Cox’s (1987, 1996) work and refers to groups of people acting together based upon their 
perceived interest in relation to a larger social structure. This approach stresses group identities 
and conflicts around organising structures such as capitalism (class), patriarchy (gender), 
industrial development (environmentalism) and state violence (human rights). Social forces are 
larger in number and have a looser structure than interest groups or policy communities. 
Advocates of this approach analyse movements (Theile 1990, Smith 2008) or classes (Gill 1990, 
Kees van der Pijl 1998) rather than NGOs, interest groups and policy networks. 

Because of the problems that transnational relations conflates too many different types of 
actors and did not seem to capture the large distributive struggles underway in global politics, the 
alternative of clashing multilateralism was developed.  During the Cold War the practice of 
multilateralism appeared to relatively straight forward.  To quote Ruggie (1993:11) 
multilateralism was ‘an institutional form that coordinates relations among three or more states 
on the basis of generalized principles of conduct”.  However, the collapse of bi-polar state 
conflict organized around the Soviet – American confrontation revealed that multilateralism need 
not be confined to state activity.  The activity of a variety of civic organizations and the 
increasingly prominent role of transnational corporations raised the issue of whether and how 



multilateralism could be reformulated.  A number of responses were forthcoming.  One response 
was to take previous state centric approaches and broaden them by adding in other actors.  This 
was essentially the tactic deployed by regime theorists (Young 1999) and proponents of the 
English School of international relations (Buzan 2004) 

A different approach was to shift the focus away from states and concentrate on the 
activity of civic associations.  Thus Robert Cox (1997: xxvii) called for scholars to examine a 
‘new’ or emerging multilateralism that attempted to ‘reconstitute civil societies and political 
authorities on a global scale, building a system of global governance from the bottom up.”   This 
‘new’ multilateralism was based as much in society as in political structures and it advanced an 
agenda at odds both with neoliberal economics and realist great power politics.  It was to be 
people centred rather than state centred. 

The question arises, what happens when old and new forms of multilateralism collide? 

Part II: Complex Multilateralism  
 

The complex multilateralism concept was inspired by an analysis of the interaction 
between three international or multilateral economic organizations (the IMF, World Bank and 
WTO) and three global social movements (women’s, labour and environmental) (O’Brien et al 
2000).  Observing the interaction of old and new forms of multilateralisms in the places where 
the organizations and movements collided, it was argued that complex multilateralism consisted 
of five notable features: 

1) Varied institutional modification.  Each of the international organizations had 
modified their institutional structures and policy processes in response to their encounter with 
civil society actors.  However, these modifications varied across institutions and subject areas. 

2) Conflicting motivations and goals.  The formal organizations and coalitions of 
civic actors were motivated by different desires and pursued conflicting goals.  In general the 
motivation behind institutional modification was to blunt opposition and facilitate existing policy 
processes while the motivation for civic actors was to change the content of the organizations’ 
policies.  Whereas the organizations goals were to continue implementing liberal economic 
policies solutions, social movements sought to temper or challenge liberal economic 
assumptions. 

3) Ambiguous results.  Both the organizations and the movements were able to claim 
some successes in influencing the behaviour of the other partner.  The content of organizational 
pronouncements shifted in the direction of social movement norms, but it was much less clear 
that policy was changing. 

4) Differential state impact.  In general, the monopoly representative role exercised 
by states is undermined by civic action, but the impact varies greatly across states.  Some states 
may have their policy goals advanced by civic agitation while others may experience a dilution 
in their sovereignty and autonomy.  This is a particularly a sharp issue in along the faultline 
between advanced industrialized and developing states. 

5) A more social agenda.  A key development of the clash between new and old 
multilateralisms has been the highlighting of social issues and the placement of a social agenda 



before global governance institutions.  While the accomplishments have been modest, there has 
been a shift in the rhetoric of global governance. (O’Brien 2000:211-28). 

The complex multilateralism concept was coined before a wave of popular protest against 
international economic institutions captured world headlines in demonstrations from Seattle to 
Genoa to Hong Kong.  It also corresponded with an upswing in civic activity which included the 
growing gathering of social movements in a series of World Social Forums.  Increasingly 
international institutions have responded to the demands for a more socially oriented 
globalization whether it has been the World Bank addressing the issue of labour standards, the 
IMF taking on social policy safety nets or the WTO launching a ‘development’ round of 
negotiations.  In some ways the study captured an emerging reality. 

As a result of its positive features some other scholars have seized upon the concept and 
attempted to employ it under different circumstances.  The cases they choose highlight the 
interaction of civic association engagement with international organizations or treaties.  For 
example Cooper (2004) argues that a form of complex multilateralism helps to explain and 
account for the creation of the Inter-American Democratic Charter.  Arhcer (2006) suggests that 
complex multilateralism can be seen in the failure of Multilateral Agreement on Investment.  
O’Dwyer (2006) sees complex multilateralism at work in the area of landmines treaty and 
attempts to ban small arms.  Fitsch (2008) views the Global Compact as an example of complex 
multilateralism.  If the concept has found some resonance in a number of different venues, it is 
worth reflecting upon its potential as a tool with which to understand global governance more 
broadly.   

Part III Shortcomings 
 

The Contesting Global governance study’s focus upon international organization – civil 
society engagement bore fruit, but it is too narrow a study upon which to base a more general 
theory of global governance.  There are three areas where complex multilateralism as originally 
articulated falls short.  First, it over estimated the significance and staying power of international 
economic organizations.  Second, it underestimated the role of the state. Thirdly, its focus upon 
the bilateral interaction of civic associations and inter-state organizations obscured the 
significant role played by the private sector in global governance.  Let us take each of these in 
turn.  

Over estimating the influence of International Economic Organizations 

The performance of international economic organizations in the 1980s and 1990s led 
some observers to conclude that the IMF, World Bank and World Trade Organisation  were 
powerful institutions which threatened to eliminate economic diversity by pushing a neoliberal 
economic vision upon all states (Peet 2003).  These institutions were seen to be the primary 
proponents of the neoliberal ‘Washington Consensus.”  From the perspective of 2010 the 
organizations appear to be much less powerful and influential.  Recent developments at the IMF 
and WTO in particular raise questions about their effectiveness that were not as visible in the 
mid-1990s. 



The turn around in the fortunes of the IMF are the most dramatic.  Characterized in the 
1980s as an institution that imposed structural adjustment policies on numerous countries around 
the world, the institution’s reach is much more limited after the turn of the Century.   Several 
things have happened.  First, the economic expertise of the IMF was widely called into question 
following its mishandling of the East Asian financial crisis.  The belt tightening prescriptions and 
policies of the IMF were widely seen as worsening the financial crisis and the welfare of hard hit 
states.  The regular group of people protesting IMF policies were joined by leading economists 
such as Jospeh Stiglitz (2002)   This contributed to an erosion of the authority that IMF expertise 
previously enjoyed.  

Second, a number of states worked diligently to pay back their loans and remove 
themselves from the strictures of IMF policy.  In Argentina’s case a state was able to 
successfully challenge the IMF by working out a deal with private creditors which resulted in 
those creditors taking a financial loss and the Argentine state reducing its foreign debt load.    

Third, regional groupings of states have attempted to create their own financial 
arrangements which reduce the need of states to turn to either the IMF or the World Bank.  For 
example, in May 2000 the states of ASEAN plus China, Japan and South Korea announced the 
Chiang Mai Initiative.  It outlined initiatives to monitor capital flows, implement regional 
surveillance, train personnel, and create swap arrangements amongst member states. In 
December 2007 presidents of Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador and Paraguay 
launched the Bank of the South (Banco del Sur) to provide an alternative sources of development 
funds from the World Bank. 

It is not yet clear what impact the present global downturn will have on the IMF’s status.  
On one hand a number of countries were forced to turn to the fund for emergency support.  On 
the other hand the neoliberal economic thinking which characterized IMF programs has come 
under severe attack.  In addition the G-20 seems to be replacing the IMF as a place where global 
financial policy will be made.  The advantage for developing countries is that the G-20’s voting 
structure is not based upon member state financial contributions to the institution.  

The World Trade Organization has also experienced its own difficulties since the turn of 
the century.  The Seattle Ministerial meeting in 1999 made it apparent that in addition to civil 
society opposition to its agenda, many developing countries were deeply unsatisfied with the 
organization’s operation.  The WTO’s response was two fold.  It increased transparency of 
documentation and increased access for civil society groups.  For developing states the WTO 
launched a negotiating round focused upon development.  The Doha Round was launched with 
much fanfare as a solution to the dissatisfaction expressed by many developing states and civic 
associations critical of the development impacts of the organization.  However, the Doha round 
was suspended in 2006 amid a failure of developing and developed state to reach consensus on 
key issues such as protectionism of developed states. 

Just as some developing countries were able to challenge the power of the IMF, the WTO 
came under increasing scrutiny.  Developing countries pointed out the inconsistency of northern 
states protecting their agricultural markets while demanding concessions from developing states.    
Moreover these countries were able to scuttle future negotiations until their issues are addressed.  
Another example of challenging the WTO has been the ongoing debated about the overly 
generous patent protection afforded to pharmaceuticals producing life saving drugs.  This strict 



patent protection was partially loosened in the case of diseases designated as threats to public 
health. 

Although international economic institutions remain important, they appear to be less 
overwhelming than a decade ago.  Their agenda and ability to influence change is in greater 
doubt. 

Underestimating the state 

When the complex multilateralism study was conducted in the mid-1990s opposition to 
the economic policies of the IMF, World Bank and World Trade Organization were concentrated 
in civil society.  Indeed, it appeared that civil society groups formed an unofficial opposition to 
international organizations in an environment where many states seem to have abdicated their 
representative roles.  A decade later and the situation appears  different as several developing 
country states have become more assertive in global governance.  A number of developments are 
key. 

First, the East Asian financial crisis caused a number of Asian states to rethink their 
relationship with the IMF and global governance institutions more generally.  This has caused 
them to increasingly to turn to self reliant or regional centred economic strategies.  In the wake 
of the financial crisis numerous East Asian states have stockpiled foreign reserves to increase 
self reliance.  For example in 2006 South Korea had amassed $217 billion dollars which almost 
equals the IMF’s initial reserve of $220 billion of hard currency.  Eight East Asian countries 
(Japan, Singapore, Indonesia, China, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand and South Korea) 
command reserves worth about ten times the IMF total (Economist 2006).   

Second, the rise of left and centre left governments in Latin America demonstrated a 
fatigue with orthodox structural adjustment programs.  Argentina was able to harness the social 
protests of its population to negotiate more favourable terms with its bond holders.  Venezuela 
used its oil wealth to back a domestic social revolution and launch international challenges to 
economic orthodoxy, such as the Bank of the South.  Across the continent a series of conflicts 
over the privatization of water provision has resulted in a challenging of neoliberal policy and a 
reassertion of the role of the state.. 

A third development has been the general attempt by rising economic powers to assert 
more influence about the over the rules of global governance.  Considerable attention has 
recently focused upon the BRIC countries.  BRIC is an acronym used to group together four 
large influential developing countries – Brazil, Russia, India, and China.  Although they do not 
share a common ideology or political platform these emerging regional and global powers are 
straining to make their voices heard in international fora and global meetings.  Together they 
represent more than half the world’s population.  Brazil, China and India have been particularly 
assertive in trade talks with developed states by insisting that OECD countries open up their 
markets.  China’s financing of the US debt gives it increasing voice in international financial 
affairs.  China and Russia both possess nuclear weapons making their views on global security 
particularly relevant.  As a major energy exporter, Russia has gained power and influence since 
the turn of the century.  The emergence of the BRICs as a significant group indicates a dilution 
of US and European power, perhaps foreshadowing the emergence of a more mutlipolar global 
political economy. 



Despite developing state resistance to particular international organizations and projects 
claims about changes in basic organizing principles of the international system should not be 
overdone.  Let us take the example of developing country coalitions at the WTO.  One could 
argue that developing countries have taken up much of the social movement resistance against 
northern dominance of the WTO.  There is evidence of some overlap in the critiques of WTO 
decision making from civic associations and key developing countries.  However, a closer look 
reveals the limited nature of these states’ challenge.  In contrast to the 1970s when developing 
countries pushed for a new sets of rules in the form of a New International Economic Order (Cox 
1979), today’s challengers simply demand that existing liberal rules be applied consistently.  
These demands are extremely modest when placed along side the more radical critiques 
emanating from social movements in developed and developing countries.  This may be a 
temporary coincidence of interests rather than a permanent shift. 

Missing the private sector 

The complex multilateralism study paid very little attention to the corporation as a key 
actor.  The corporation does make an appearance as an actor that competes with civic 
associations to influence international organizations.  For example, the role of business 
associations in opposing labour standards at the WTO or interacting with officials at the IMF 
were recorded but were not themselves the subject of investigation (O’Brien et al., 91, 190).  The 
study noted that the institutions were much more open to a transnational corporate agenda than 
they were to the concerns of various civic associations.  A recent study of the relationship 
between private actors and the UN system has argued that increased private sector participation 
in the multilateral system is having varied but significant impacts on the ways these institutions 
function (Bull, Boas and McNeill, 2004).While noting this difference in structural power the 
study did not anticipate the degree to which corporations themselves would emerge as alternative 
governance structures. 

The increase of corporate activity in this area raises questions not just about business as 
an interest group in global governance, but of business as a private authority and regulator in its 
own right.  Private authority exists where firms exercise decision-making power over a particular 
issue area and this activity is viewed as legitimate. Cutler, Haufler and Porter (1999) have 
identified six mechanisms for the exercise of private authority: industry norms; coordination 
service firms (for example, bond rating); production alliances; cartels; business associations; and 
private regimes. They argue that private firms are increasingly exercising authority in particular 
issue areas in the global economy. Studies of the telecommunications industry, insurance 
business, accountancy and cartels support the notion of private authority (Strange, 1996). And  

It is important to note that recognizing the role and significance of corporate activity does 
not imply that state power is unimportant or that all corporations behave the same way. One can 
acknowledge the role of corporate activity in global governance while at the same time agreeing 
with authors (Doremus et al., 1998) who argue that there are differences in behaviour between 
corporations from different states and that states often support the behaviour of corporations 
headquartered in their territory. Corporations have an interest in influencing the terms of global 
governance even if their particular interests are not identical. 



In their pursuit of profits corporations will attempt to influence the structures of global 
governance or create their own realm of self-regulation. Not all corporations will have the same 
immediate goals, nor follow the same tactics. Indeed, business conflict theory (Skidmore-Hess, 
1996) advises us to expect clashes of interest between corporations in international as well as 
domestic realms. Corporations from particular states or sectors may demonstrate distinctive 
characteristics. Firms that are internationally competitive will have different preferences from 
those that are not internationally competitive. Despite or because of these differences 
corporations will attempt to shape governance structures by influencing state, international 
organization, corporate and civil society behaviour. The role of the corporation in international 
relations has grown to such an extent that attempts to understand or influence global governance 
must take the role of corporations into account. 

Part IV Amendments 

Is it possible to broaden the insights from the complex multilateralism study to think 
about global governance more generally?  The previous section suggested that two of the short 
comings of complex multilateralism were its lack of attention to states and corporations.  Can 
this be coupled with its insights that multilateralism has moved beyond a practice limited to 
states, that it is characterized by conflicting goals and ambiguous results, that it has differential 
state impact and that it increases the profile of a more social agenda than traditional forms of 
multilateralism? 

Let’s begin by thinking of complex multilateralism as a form of global governance which 
arises from the intersection of state (including inter-state organizations), corporate and civic 
association arenas.  This moves beyond the social movements - international organization 
dichotomy to take up the key role of states and corporations.  It also moves beyond the state – 
non-state actor dichotomy which is common in much transnational relations literature mentioned 
in the first part of this paper (Keohane and Nye 1972; Risse-Kappen 1995; Willets 1999; Risse 
2002). 

This would suggest that analytically global governance should be viewed as the product 
of an ongoing interaction between three overlapping spheres – interstate, world economy and 
global civil society.  Each sphere is dominated by a particular type of actor and particular logics.  
However, the spheres are also penetrated by actors from other spheres and spheres often intersect 
with struggles between and across various forms of actors as they attempt to set the rules of 
global governance. 

To be brief, the interstate sphere is dominated by the state which pursues a logic of 
national interest.  The world economy sphere is dominated by the multinational corporation 
which pursues a logic of profit.  The global civil society sphere pursues a logic of equity.  Of 
course these terms are only short hand and the reality is much more complicated.  While states 
may pursue national interest, that interest is not fixed and could be articulated in a number of 
different ways.  Is the Kyoto Protocol in the US national interests?  This will vary very according 
to who is determining national interest at the time.  Civil society actors have a role to play in 
shaping the definition of the national interests.  Similarly, while all corporations must pursue 
profit, they may do so in a number of different ways.  Some corporations may have demanding 
shareholders seeking immediate returns, others may be able to take a long term view and develop 
different strategies for supplying those profits.  Some corporations may compete on the basis of 



quality, others on the basis of cost.  For their part politically active civic associations will usually 
claim they are acting to improve equity, although this can take many divergent forms. 

Attention to logic is important because it differentiates the goals and actions of actors.  
Thus, TNCs, civic associations and states are not attempting to accomplish similar objectives.  
For example,   TNCs were not created to raise labour standards, enhance gender parity, safeguard 
human rights or prevent environmental degradation. Their task is to facilitate the production and 
sale of goods and services for the financial benefit of their owners (individuals or shareholders). 
They engage in other activities to the extent that their prime goal is advanced.   It is an important 
point because some analysts have attempted to minimise the differences between civic 
associations and corporations activity in the global economy.  Sell and Prakash (2004), for 
example, have suggested that corporations and NGOs adopt many of the same tactics in their 
political activity, and that the distinction between norm-driven (NGO) and material-driven 
(TNC) actors is consequently over-emphasised. While this critique is a useful counter to the 
idealisation of non-governmental actors, it runs the risk of downplaying the very different 
functions, roles and abilities of corporate and civic actors.  

Different actors are also differently placed within the system.  Thus TNCs differ from 
civic associations because of the structural position they occupy in the global economy. Large 
TNCs enjoy and benefit from a degree of both structural and relational power that is not 
available to civic associations (Gill and Law 1988).  States enjoy a major advantage over TNCs 
and civic associations because as a political authority a states is the only legitimate law maker 
and enforcer.  Civic associations lay claim to moral powers over states and TNCs when they 
advance the case of their constituents.  And, of course, there is large degrees of variety and 
inequality between different states, corporations and civic associations. 

The logic of particular actors’ behaviour is also important to remember at a time when 
there is a blurring of actor roles.  Non-governmental organisations have been increasingly used 
by states to distribute services or international aid.  This risks undermining the accountability 
lines that exist between and within states.  Corporations have increasingly been given 
responsibility for governance through self-regulation or various forms of civic / state / corporate 
partnerships.  However, is it realistic to expect actors under such competitive pressure to act in 
the general interest?   

The interstate, world economy and global civil society spheres intersect and actors from 
each sphere engage with the others in an attempt to shape global governance (see Figure 1.1).  
Thus an example of state- civic association interaction would be the landmine treaty which was 
formerly negotiated between states, but was the product of considerable civic association 
lobbying.  An example of corporate - civic society engagement is the move to corporate codes of 
conduct to regulate working conditions and environmental impacts.  These codes by pass the 
state as corporations attempt to respond directly to civic association pressure and mobilization.  
Joint state – corporate governance can be seen in the ability of mainly US TNCs to have their 
private interests in strong intellectual property rights written into the framework of the WTO 
(Sell 1999).    Examples of state – corporate – civic association governance can be found in 
arrangements such as the International Labour Organization which makes explicit provision for 
sate, business and labour representation or the Global Compact which brings together the 
activities of interstate organizations, multinational corporations and trade unions and other civic 
associations.  



Labour and Complex Multilateralism 
If the characterization of global governance as a system of complex multilateralism is 

accurate, this poses extensive challenges to any group that is trying to influence the norms, 
behaviour and legal structure of the system.  Actors need to develop strategies for acting on the 
inter-state, world economy and civil society spheres, as well as the places where those intersect 
spheres intersect.  Labour groups working in the international system to advance labour rights 
have actively been confronting the dilemmas of complex multilateralism.  This section briefly 
identifies some key lessons from organized labour’s diverse experiences. 

Labour in the Interstate Sphere 
A decade after the original study, labour’s interaction with the inter state system 

continues to be marked by the characteristics of complex multilateralism.  In general, a more 
social agenda is noticeable at international organizations and in inter-state agreements.  
However, the variation between institutions remains high, as does the opposition to labour’s 
policy prescriptions from those with conflicting goals.  As a result, the overall policy changes 
have been ambiguous and vary widely from state to state. 

Organized labour has focused a great deal of attention on inserting labour rights into 
inter-state agreements.  The campaign for a social clause at the WTO and efforts to enshrine 
legal protection in regional agreements have enjoyed mixed success   The WTO initiative was a 
failure while most regional arrangements are extremely week.  The EU has offered some 
protections, but the NAFTA side accord on labour has not borne fruit while in Asian workers 
rights must squeeze onto a human resources agenda. 

In the financial arena labour has been able to shift World Bank policy to take account of 
basic rights in some fields and continues to struggle against the institution’s backing of 
privatization programs.  The IMF consults unions when countries are in the midst of financial 
crisis if it believes unions can assist with structural adjustment.  It is more difficult to convince 
the fund about the centrality of preserving safety nets. 

The challenge for labour in this arena has been two fold.  The first is the task of directly 
engaging the bureaucracy of international organizations to challenge their views of the world.  
This could involve the World Bank’s built in antagonism to organized labour or its love of 
privatization of key services.  This is a protracted struggle over the relevance of particular 
economic and social models.  The second task is holding national political leaders responsible 
for their actions at international organisations.  Are country x’s representatives carrying out the 
general policies of their government’s or are they reflecting particular (usually business or 
financial) interests?  For example, does the Canadian government’s backing of the right to freely 
trade asbestos reflect the general interest of the country or the specific interest of a politically 
powerful industry? 

Labour in the Global Economy Sphere 
The global economy sphere is also characterized as one in which the social agenda is 

more prominent than twenty years ago.  However reluctantly and with great variation, 
corporations have increasingly been forced to recognize social and environmental 
responsibilities.   



A very large swath of global economic activity takes places under conditions of minimal 
regulation because states choose not enact or enforce regulation that would protect worker’s 
rights.  In such a condition labour groups must take on corporate power in a bilateral 
confrontation. 

Due to the large scale failure of state regulation, the practice of corporate self-regulation 
has exploded through the growth of codes of conduct and corporate social responsibility.  This 
privatization of labour regulation has generated both hope and despair.  Campaigning groups 
have attempted to shame corporations about their labour practices and encourage better 
behaviour through a series of labelling schemes.  These campaigns require considerable effort on 
the part of labour NGOs and consumer groups to maintain pressure on corporations.  The 
sustainability of such efforts is difficult and raises questions about the limits of regulation 
through market pressure. 

Labour struggles also continue across state borders within the firm.  Multinational 
collective bargaining has not made much progress since it was proposed in the early 1970s.  
However one can see gains in other areas.  A series of international framework agreements 
between unions and a small number of transnational corporations have been created.  This 
stipulate the rights and responsibilities of labour and management throughout the global 
operations of the corporation.  On another front, labour groups have increasingly sifted scales 
from local to regional and global in the conduct of industrial disputes.  This may involve taking 
issues to shareholder meetings on other countries or forming alliances with workers at other 
plants in various countries.  The task is difficult, but it is increasingly becoming a feature of 
industrial disputes.  An interesting case is unfolding at the moment involving the Brazilian 
mining multinational Vale and workers in its operations in Brazil and Canada.  

Labour in the Civil Society Sphere 
Since the late 190s civil society groups have continued to press a social agenda.  The 

creation of the World Social Forum to match the World Economic forum is one of the higher 
profile developments.  Here labour must navigate a number of obstacles which reflect the 
different locations of national societies and states in the global economy. 

Organized labour faces a dual challenge in the global civil society sphere.  Its external 
challenge is to negotiate and build alliances with other civil society actors such as informal 
sector workers, development advocates, environmentalists, feminists, religious groups, 
consumers, anti-globalization and anti-war activists.  These alliances are often case specific and 
require a great deal of work, as well as patience.  For example the debate in global civil society 
over whether or not labour standards should be enshrined within the WTO was intense.  
However, given the strength of the corporate sector and the difficulty in holding state leaders 
accountable, organized labour needs allies across civil society sectors. 

Labour also faces difficulties issues within its ranks.  The economic and power 
inequalities of the international economic system are reproduced between unions.  Political 
divisions between reformist and radical groups are compounded by competition for investment 
and economic growth.  In addition the difficulty of establishing a common identity and 
communicating across languages and cultures can be immense even in groups whose whole 
purpose is to further labour internationalism. Labour groups struggle to form common positions 
and agree upon common action programs (O’Brien 2008)..  



Labour in Overlapping Spheres  
In addition to participating in the inter-state, world economy and civil society spheres, 

organized labour has been engaged in several activities that cross the spheres.  Its oldest 
engagement is with the ILO which is an inter-state institution, but incorporates both business and 
labour groups in its decision making institutions.  This is a useful platform for devising standards 
and advocating for their implementation.  A more recent example is the Global Compact.  
Founded by the UN, the Compact advocates a set of best practices for transnational business.  It 
has a large number of businesses and a number of NGOs acting as partners in the initiative.  

The difficulty with these inter-sphere arrangements is determining their relationship to 
other governance structures.  For example, frustration with the lack of ILO enforcement 
capability led unions to target the WTO as a better enforcement mechanism.  Debate rages about 
the Global Compact and whether it is a step toward improved global regulation or simply a 
method of blunting civil society pressure for improved labour standards.  Is it possible that 
participation in one of these frameworks will take away support from a more important 
initiative? 

Conclusion 

This paper has argued that a useful way to think about global governance is through the 
concept of complex multilateralism.  Interaction between interstate, world economy, and civil 
society spheres has created a governance arrangement which is extremely complex.  Although 
civil society groups are able to inject a more social agenda into this arrangement, opposition to 
actually implementing more progressive social policy remains strong in international institutions, 
states and amongst many corporate actors. 

The challenge for social movements and NGOs is to devise complementary strategies 
which navigate the diverse global governance levels.  Influencing international organisation 
bureaucrats, holding state elites accountable and shaping global norms requires a flexible 
multilevel approaches to advancing social justice concerns.  
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Figure 1:  Complex Multilateralism 
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